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Club member Laura Russell launched the
aeroclub’s new website last month, and if
you have not yet stumbled across it, it is
definitely worth a visit.

Also on the site is a new monthly profile of
a club member. Cordula Hansen is this
month’s subject.

First Solos

Congratulations

Congratulations to club member Declan Mallon who on Tuesday October 12th 2010 successfully completed his first solo flight on
Tecnam EI-WAT.

Congratulations to Andrew Power on obtaining his Commercial Pilot Licence on the first
attempt.

A huge thank you once again to Laura who
Of particular interest is the new ‘members contributed so much time and effort, and
area’ where you can find checklists, POHs, remember her should you ever need a webflight plan forms, flight dispatch forms,
site of your own!
GAR forms, and of course, the newsletter.

Spotted...Photo 6+
Gallery

Member Colm Whelan also completed his first
solo with the club on Wednesday October 20th
2010 also on Tecnam EI-WAT. Colm is a student of Flight Instructor George Roche.

Andrew also revalidated his Multi Engine
Piston Rating whilst stateside. The blog of his
adventures is still available online at: http://
andrewpowerjaacpl.blogspot.com/
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A Note from the CFI
Hello again,

Brian Power,
Chief Flying Instructor

I hope you are all well.
This month, I would like to
remind you all of the correct
taxiing practice when using
club aircraft.

Admittedly, you will occasionally see aircraft using this
taxiway, particularly visiting
aircraft during fly-in events
etc. This is a matter for the
owners of these aircraft, but
club aircraft are restricted
from using this taxiway.

The club has only one designated taxiway to both leave
the hangars and return after a
flight, and that is the concrete
-surfaced taxiway, which
leads to / from holding point
B.

I appreciate that at times
there maybe an aircraft
blocking your inbound or
outbound passage, but please
be patient, or even ask ATC
can you shut down at Bravo
and tow your aircraft to the
The other taxiway, which
hangars. This is definitely not
runs alongside the airport’s as inconvenient as having a
own taxiway A, and which is mishap!
tarmac, is unlicensed, in a
state of disrepair and should As always, thank you and
not be used by members us- safe flying!
Brian
ing club aircraft.

In Memoriam /
Obituaries

spaces available

Contact Editor

Dishwasher Dodger of the Month

End-Of-Year Party Update
In a change to the already advertised date,
the Christmas party will now be held on the
Wednesday after Christmas, December
29th from 7pm in the clubhouse.
Following the call for volunteers to help
with the organisation of this party, member
Cordula Hansen has very kindly stepped
forward.

Tanya O’Dea
As mentioned last month, pre-booking is
most definitely required. The exact cost to
cover the finger food buffet will be advised
in next month’s newsletter. And spouses /
partners will be most welcome also! But
again, you’ve be warned.....you will need to
pay beforehand!!!
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Well, when’s the last time you saw her
at the club?

Next Month: it could be you!
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EVER THOUGHT ABOUT

-

BUILDING YOUR OWN?

By Sean Walshe
Ever thought about building your own? It’s not as difficult
as you’d think. The first point to mention is that building
your own aircraft, and flying it, is probably one of the
most satisfying things you can do in your life.
What are the issues? Well, there are many parameters to
consider; how much can you spend; how long will it take;
size and type; materials; facilities; experience and help. I
would need to write a sizeable book to cover all the issues fully, and, there are many such books out there.
We have a strong culture of homebuilding in our club; the
2 Rutan Long Ez’s, the BD5 and even the Sportscruiser
are all in this category and in the recent past we had a
Vans RV 7 and a Jabiru UL.
Types of homebuilts to consider will include microlights, 2
or 4 seaters, replicas, gyrocopters and heli’s. You need to
decide how much work you want to do yourself. If you are
a purist and have plenty of time (and help) you can buy a
set of plans and start from scratch. Alternatively, you can
buy a basic kit or, alternatively, an advanced kit (where
you will have the least amount of work). A plans project
can take many years to complete – the Long Ez projects
took 10 and 15 years, I believe. Many kit planes can be
built much more quickly. A typical kit will be advertised as
having a 600 hrs. build time, but perhaps this would be
more appropriate for a second project. In my own case, I
built a Jabiru kit plane in 9 months working more or less
every day on the project.
Some advanced kits need minimal work to finish and
barely meet the requirement that you complete 51% of
the build. Kits, like the Vans range of planes, are available in stages – you can buy a wing kit and having completed it, put it away and take delivery of a second wing,
and so on. In the case of Vans, who produce aluminium
skinned kits, all the sheets are pre cut and drilled by computer. You fit the sheets with temporary rivets called
‘clecos’ and then remove them one by one and fit the
solid rivets. This makes the build a lot simpler and more
accurate. These are also high performance aircraft and
will be worth a lot more than the kit cost when completed.
Another consideration is the material you would like to
work with. The options are wood and fabric, steel and
fabric (rag and tube), composite or ‘all metal’. This decision will be informed by your skills and favoured type. If
you are an avid woodworker you may go for wood and
fabric whereas a person with welding skills may prefer
steel frame or aluminium skinned. Composite aircraft can
be fibreglass or carbon construction, or, a combination of
both. If you decide to build a composite plane off plans a
lot of skill is required to shape the fuselage parts and ‘lay
up’ the layers of glass. However, a composite kit plane
will be largely completed and is essentially a large ‘Airfix’.
It is not difficult to learn the skills of resin and glass
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preparation, but is can be a messy business. Quality control is very important because a poorly done job is not
easy to identify and could be fatal.
Another very important factor is the facilities you’ve got. A
fair sized garage would be desirable. However, we have
an aircraft in our club which was built in a bedroom!. Obviously, the more room you have the better. In the present climate it may well be possible to rent a suitable unit
fairly cheaply if you don’t have the space at home.
What about skills?. Well, it’s not rocket science. Anyone
with basic mechanical skills and a basic tool kit can build
a plane. There is a wealth of backup at your disposal.
You will have to become a member of ILAS, (Irish Light
Aircraft Society) who control home building for the IAA
and they will appoint an engineer to oversee your build
and provide all the advice you need. You will need ILAS
approval for the type you propose to build. They will only
approve designs which meet their criteria for safety. However, their list is a long one and you should have no problem unless you select an obscure kit from an unknown
designer/producer. The members of ILAS are all enthusiasts and are very supportive. Not alone that, many of
them are experts in various technical fields and are
happy to give advice – and maybe some specialised help
if required.. Other sources of information include the Light
Aircraft Association (LAA)
www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk who control building in
the UK and the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA)
www.eaa.org who do the same in the US. All homebuilt
aircraft are operated under a Permit to Fly rather than a
Certificate of Airworthiness which means you can do your
own maintenance and thereby keep the running costs
down.
As far as cost is concerned, it depends on all of the factors discussed above. Building from plans is probably the
cheapest option whereas an advanced composite kit with
many parts such as fuselage and wings completed in the
factory will set you back €40 or €50k. If you go for a new
engine and a fancy glass cockpit fit out you can expect to
spend even more. However, a basic aircraft, built using
easily acquired materials such as wood, steel tube and
fabric, and, using second hand engine and instruments
can be built cheaply. Either way, the project will give you
endless satisfaction from the day you start all the way
through ‘till the great day when she takes to the air, and,
for many years thereafter.
Finally there is one great hazard when embarking on a
home build project. It can be disastrous for marriages. I
recall many an evening tidying up to leave at 6pm. only to
have ‘a quick look’ at the book for tomorrow, and suddenly realising it’s 8pm. Not good! Another cold dinner!
However, if you are one of the lucky ones who can cajole
‘er indoors’ to get involved you have it made!
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Waterford to Paris
By David Timpson
I have had the opportunity in recent months to leave the circuit
and indeed the Waterford CTR and travel to some far afield
aerodromes. The latest of these trips was in mid-October in the
Cirrus N781CD to Paris / Beauvais. In these recent months, the
freedom of a pilot licence has been brought home to me, so
I’ve decided to share one of these experiences in the hope that
some of you may be able to enjoy your licences as much as I
have been able to.

chosen. The main advantage of feeding the route into a CFMU
checker is that when you eventually file the flight plan, the nice
people in Shannon are not ringing you telling you the route has
not been accepted by Brussels.
The trip to Beauvais can indeed be flown VFR, as you’ll see!
And if so, CFMU won’t concern you at all.
Although we were initially tempted to fly over south-eastern
England, we decided against as we didn’t want the complexity,
or basically the workload of flying through or around the London TMA.

Like previous trips I’ve been on this past summer, the trip usually starts with an email, in this case reading ‘Dave, I have to
go to Paris on dd/mm/yy. You’re more than welcome to come
along if you’ve nothing on.’ And, as it happened, I had nothing So the route to Beauvais was to the south of Chivenor on Engon (!).
land’s western coast, abeam Exeter, Torquay / Berry Head,
Cherbourg, Deauville, Rouen and into Beauvais.
So the first step is the selection of airport. Obviously, there are
several airports in the Paris area, so the choice ultimately came In the days before, weather charts were analysed, flight plan
down to the connections to the Metro or RER (regional train
submitted, and thankfully no call from Shannon!
network). The captain’s last visit to Paris was into an aerodrome called Pontoise, to the northwest of Paris, but his main
criticism was that although close to Paris, it was difficult to get
into the city centre. Another option was Toussus-Le-Noble, and
again presented the same problem.
Eventually, we opted with Michael O’Leary’s choice of Beauvais / LFOB. The airport, as some of you know, is well served
by buses into Paris, which correspond to arriving Ryanair
flights. So we had to plan to arrive close to a scheduled flight.
Beauvais also has the advantage of being to the north of Paris,
reducing the distance to travel for us, and also keeping us out
of the more complicated parts of the Paris TMA.

An email was sent to Beauvais ops to ascertain the formalities
required. Within minutes, my phone rang, and I spoke to the
email’s recipient saying that this phone call would constitute
PPR and on arrival to proceed towards the general aviation
ramp (duh). Once on the ramp, we were to radio an
‘operations’ frequency, and staff would meet us at our aircraft.
Another factor for choosing Beauvais was the landing and two
days parking fees, which came to €26.
The next thing is the routing, and this is where difficulties can
arise very quickly. The captain usually tells me to plan a route,
which I do. He then forwards a route he has arrived at himself.
So I feed the routes into a CFMU route checker. What’s that I
hear you ask!? Well, CFMU stands for Central Flow Management Unit, and is that branch of Euro Control in Brussels that
co-ordinates pan-European air traffic. Now, a few months back,
I knew nothing of this either, so flights like these have been a
real eye-opener, and an education.
So I enter the routes, and warning messages are flagged, so I
tweak the route here and there, until the
optimum, and indeed acceptable route is
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That morning, the plane is fuelled. Weather checked. Windscreen cleaned. Documents checked. Life-jackets donned. Baggage loaded. Engine started. And the beauty of the Cirrus is its
avionics. It only takes a few minutes to enter in the waypoints
for our route, and with the preferred runway 21 in use, we take
off and shortly afterwards engage the autopilot and monitor it
as it takes us on our way.
Leaving the tower frequency for Waterford, were handed to
Shannon, then London, Exeter, Brest, Rouen and onto Beauvais. French ATC was initially a tad hard to understand, but
had no problems in responding to ‘Say Again’.
It’s amazing when you hit Cherbourg and see a ferry in the
harbour that has taken some 16 hours to travel from Rosslare,
and here we are only an hour and a half after Waterford. We
also flew over Le Havre which is huge in comparison to Cherbourg, and seemed to go on forever and ever, with many ships
moored off the coast until they had a slot in port.
Two and a half hours later, we’re on approach into runway 12
at Beauvais, and thankfully we hear a Ryanair 737 making its
initial call to Beauvais. I say thankfully because this meant a
bus into Paris would also be waiting for us. On landing, we
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back-tracked and parked in the general aviation ramp, which is
right alongside the main ramp which already had three 737s on
stand.

And after all, this was also my first time to fly to France in a
light aircraft, and so an education for me too. It's a funny feeling to be sitting back in the clubhouse, and knowing that just a
few hours previously, you were walking alongside the Arc de
Triomphe and taking the metro.

When we shut down the engine, two police officers approached
the plane, checked our passports and frisked us. I thought the
frisking exercise was a bit pointless as our bags weren’t even
checked in any way. We got the plane fuelled now so we
wouldn’t have any problems or delays when we would return in
two days.
And so we were on a bus and in Porte Maillot in Paris in a little
over an hour.
The next day, I avail of the IAA’s online ‘file a flight plan’
option, and file the plan for the following day. As much as I
like the staff in Shannon, thankfully I wasn’t to hear from them
on this occasion either.
We arrive back at Beauvais the next day at 11:30 to go through
rigorous security screening. We find a ‘Meteo France’ office,
and go in to get the weather charts. We were expecting to have
to get these ourselves, but a nice man behind a counter asked us
for our destination and a few waypoints and printed off all the As I said at the outset, I just wanted to share one experience
weather charts we needed. And all for free!
with you, and hopefully show you that your licence gives you
more freedom than you think!
At operations, we discover the downside of the CFMU in Brussels...we were given a slot which would have kept us at Beauvais for over an hour and a half. So we cancel our original plan,
and file a VFR plan to Waterford, as the weather couldn’t have
been better. We paid the landing and parking fees and within a
few minutes, we’re on our way home, with only a few changes
to the outward plan. As often is the case flying westerly, we
meet a head wind which meant a flight time home of three and
a half hours.
Although I have made reference to CFMU etc, do not let this
discourage you at all; on a VFR flight this won’t concern you at
all. Also, there is a wealth of information freely available
online, including charts and even reviews of general aviation
airports in France.
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Spotted

Right: EI-DJM
pictured at
Donegal airport
(EIDL) whilst
on member Cordula Hansen’s
CPL qualifying
cross country
flight.
Ollie Dowling
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